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SO~E ASPECTS Of PAVEMENT OESIGN AND PERFORMANCE FOR LOW VOLU~E 
ROADS IN NEW ZEALAND 

Robin J Dunlop, ~iniatry of Works and Development, New Zealand 

In defining the rola of a pavement, this paper 
diacuaaea the esaantiel faaturaa, methods of 
daaign and performance with respect to flexible 
unsealed and thin surfaced New Zealand roads. 
The materials which are normally used in thasa 
pavements are identified and assaaaments made 
on material characteristics for design. By 
defining the two main modaa of pavement defor
mation, namely shallow ahear and deep aaatad 
(aubgrada} deformation, it haa baan shown that 
stabilisation methods can be usad to reduce the 
rata of deformation in both chip aaalad and 
unaaalad pavements. 
In order to limit the rate of deformation, a 
~odified Design Approach, which essentially 
incorporates both a modified aubgrada and baaa 
layer into the structural pavement, has bean 
recommended and than confirmed aa far aa prac
ticable uaing field performance data. 
It is concluded that low volume roads can ba 
conetructad successfully uaing thin total pave
ment depth provided think time and stabilisation 
tachniquee are employed with the aid of appro
priate daaign skills. 

Roading in NZ 

New Zealand ia a amall country (266 917 sq km in 
area}, has a low population density (3 million}, and 
has a roading network of 92 600 km. As atatad by 
Langbein at. al. (1) Naw Zealand's economy ia baaed 
on the export of primary produce, and therefore the 
transport system 111Ust cover the country with a raa
aonably close network, but with only a modarata 
density of traffic away from the thraa main cantraa 
of population. 

The Roading Network 

At praaant tha national network of atata high-
ways has of 10 785 km aaalad and 770 km unaaa-
lad while the local county and municipality roada 
and atraata conaiat of 35 615 km aaalad and 45 432 
km unaaalad. 

The praaant network is divided into t111D claaaaa, 
Clase I limits a twin tyred apacad axla to 8.2 
tonnaa while for Claes II the limit is 7.3 tonnes. 

Traffic flows on many roada are light (laaa than 100 
vehicles par day} and the vehicle type varies cons
iderably froll araa to araa depending on land utilia
etion and port outleta. 

Estimating design loadinga is somatimaa diffi
cult as a change in uaa will turn a satiafactory 
road into one which rapidly deforms under the naw 
traffic conditions. 

Clill1ata 

Generally the climate in New Zealand can be ra
gardad •• temperate, with air tamparaturaa raaching 
300c plus in the summer down to below zero in the 
winter. Rainfall variaa from 300 111111 in tha Central 
South Island region to 7000 mm on the southern parts 
of the Wast Coast. froat penetration of pave11ant 
layers la confined to cantral regions of both North 
and South Islands with a maximum recorded penetra
tion of 400 mm in araaa aarviced by roada. 

Soil Typaa 

Naturally occurring soila vary widely through
out tha country end in fact can change over a 10 m 
length of road. In Canterbury thick layers of 
gravel form the aubgrada while in the Cantrel North 
Ialand, volcanic aahaa and pumice are the predomin
ant soils. further north large area• of awemp and 
vary w.ak clayay soils predominate. 

Geologically the South Island is much Mora 
~atura then tn. North end conaaquantly soil typaa 
ere more atabla in the South Island. 

General Roading Type 

Roads in New Zealand very from just tracks 
suitable for four wheal drive vahiclea, to modern 
•otorwaya. 

Tha unaealad road hea generally bean developed 
from cert tracks by grading and the application of 
maintenance aggregate. Of tha sealed roeda, 95% 
are aurfacad with chip aaala. The typical conatru
ction being aubgrade, tranaition layer, aubbaaa, 
be .. end surfacing (figure 1). "•ny of thaae pava
menta ao conatructad w.ra daaignad, but in the for
tiea and fiftias • "aaal •• is" policy waa impla-
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mantad in Naw Zealand to incraaea tha total parcant
aga or aealed roada, 

A raw concrete roads ware built in tha lata 
twentiea whila in tha leta rirtiaa to aarly aixtiaa 
e numbar of pevemant leyera ware cement atabiliaad. 

figura 1, A typical Naw Zaaland pavamant croaa
aaction. 

--------- ----
Surracing - Thin bituminous chip aaal. 
Baae - Quality unbound granular baaecouraa. 
Subbaaa - Unbound granular material. 
Transition - Graded layar to prevent rinaa from the 

aubgrada migrating into the overlying 
layara. 

Subgrada - That portion of tha road ror•ation, rrom 
formation level down one metre. 

Seaecourse - Unbound eggregsta used as a base layer. 

The Reguirementa or a Pavement 

for the purpoeae of thia paper, only thin sur
faced or unaaoled pavements incorporating unbound 
or bound layers will be considered. 

for a pavament to ba conaidarad adequately des
igned it must be capable of retaining an acceptable 
(to the motorist) aurfaca ahapa barore the deaign 
lira expires. In New Zealand basically three modes 
of pavament diatraee ceuee loaa or ehape in a thin 
aurraced flaxibla pavement, nemely1 

1. failure or the aurfaca allowing water inril-
tration (eg, by cracking); 

2. Shallow ahaar within tha pavamant layera; 
3. Daap aaatad (aubgrada) darormation. 

Aaauaing an adaquata raaaal cycle, pavamanta 
should ba daaignad to reaiet the laet two daforma
tiona rar the vehicle loading& appropriata to the 
road. 

The Purpoaaa of Pavement Oaeign 

Oaaign ie not only an attempt to predict the 
performance of a ayatem berora it ia conatructad, 
but includaa the bast utiliaation or available ra
aourcaa to yiald an adaquate structure. £van though 
pavatnanta era dirrarant from moat civil engineering 
structures in that they darorm until tha aurfaca 
rida ia no longer acceptable, soma attaapt at daaign 
ia eaaantial ir pramatura aurraca dafol'lllation or 
ahapa change ia to ba avoided. In the paat, pava
mant design haa concentrated on the determination of 
thickneaa, baaad eithar on obaervation or local araa 
parformanca, or daaign ma(hoae utiflai~Ilmitad 
laboratory taating of aubgrade aoila. 

Pavamant dasign ia baat approachad by the aalac
tion of materials and atructura thicknaae which will 
raaiat the modes of dararmation. Whether naw pave
ment ia being conetructad or an axiating one upgra
ded, tha design muat racogniaa that darormation will 
occur. It ia the control or tha rata at which thia 
occura that ia or prime concern. 

Present Pavement Oaaign and "•tarial Uaa 

Secauaa of tha limitad fund• available in Naw Zeal
and par kilometre of road, the practice haa bean to 
uaa local materials and minimal structural depths. 

Unsealed Roads 

Unsealed roads in New Zealand era seldom forma
lly designed, but are maintained regularly by grader 
and maintenance aggregate added twice yearly at an 
average annual rate of 0.50 m3 per kilometre per 
vehicle par day. Regular grading ia essential to 
limit wheel path rutting, potholing and corrugation 
formation. 

The quality of the running aggregate varies 
throughout the country euch that soma road control
ling authorities are forced to uae material which 
rapidly breaks down under trarfic and the fines ea 
formed are blown away. In other areas good aggre
gate is usaa, but it ia pushed down into the aub
grada over the winter period and lost. 

Sealed Roede 

"oat axiating thin aurracad roads hava bean daa
ignad on tha basis of aubgrade CSR values. Guida
linaa on pavement design era et praaant provided by 
the National Reade Board (1), while specifications 
provide for the quality control of materials to be 
uaad in a pavement. Thees apeciricationa have bean 
devalopad to allow the uaa or local materials 
aapacially in aubbaaa layara. 

~oat pevamanta built in the laat tan years have 
baan designed as flaxibla uaing unbound materials. 
Acceptance of all but tha baaacoursa haa bean pre
dominantly on the soaked CSR value. The baaacoursa 
i• accaptad on grading control, sand equivalent, 
10,: fines limit and weathering rasiatanca. In the 
laat two years atebiliaation of many local material• 
hae changed the mode or pavement performance. The 
use or 'the CSR teat as the acceptable criterion is 
now common for all cement or lima modiried matari
ala. Thia teat may not appear the most appropriate 
but it at least provides soma maaaura of shear 
raaiatanca or the modified matarial. 

General Pavamant Performance 

~oat thin surfaced pavements have performed 
adaquataly to the and of their design lira. ~any 
road controlling authorities maintain a reasonable 
raaeal cycle ao that surfacing integrity ia ratain
ad. 

from trenching of deformed pavements it has bean 
confirmed that the two main modaa of distress are 
shallow ahear in the baaacouraa and deep seated 
deformation with the predominant mode being found 
to be the former. Shallow shear appeared to ba 
aaaociatad with low ahaar atrangth. Thia is con
firmed by one hundred baaacouraae aamplad from out
or-ahapa pavements in a local central North Ialand 
region where the soaked CSR'• ranged rrom 3 to 30, 
thua clearly indicating the reason for loaa of 
pavement ahapa~ l the baaacouraaa teated con
tained appreciable quantitiaa or clay, which wee 
probably produced by hydrothermal and hydrochamical 
degradation. 

The Use or Stabilisad Layere 

for approximately 20 yaara, atabiliaad materi
als hava bean used in New Zaaland road pavements 
(;!). In the late 1950'a and early 1960 1a conaid-



erable lengths of pavement were constructed using 
cement stabilised bases end subbsses. Stabilisation 
declined in the late 1960's and early 1970 1 s largely 
because of the lack of a clear concept of mode of 
action leading to concern at the development of 
reflective cracking. Thia decline continued until 
two years ago when renewed interest was shown es
pecially in lime stabilisation. At the present time 
stabilisation ie playing a developing role in New 
Zealand's reading construction and rehabilitation 
programme, and its use is expected to increase. 

A stabilised layer can be located et eny level 
in the pavement, or indeed the whole pavement above 
the natural subgrade mey be treated. 

Subgrade Treatment 

1. By modifying the subgreda soil with smell 
quantities of lime or cement, the sensitivity to 
ingrsaa of water is reduced. 

2. The addition of a stabiliser to the aubgrada 
will increase the modulus (stiffness) of this top 
layer ao formed which, although thin, 111111 grss.tly 
reduce the rate of deformation in the untreated 
subgrade. 

Subbsas and Baas Treatment 

1. Both lime and cement improve the load spread
ing ability of an otherwise unbound material by 
increasing its modulus and tensile strength. With 
high lime contents and moderate cement contents, 
slab action can be developed, resulting in greater 
load spreadability of the pavement layer, provided 
intensive internal cracking can be avoided. 

2. The addition of a stabiliser will also 
increase the shear strength of a materiel suff
iciently to enable it to be used at a higher level 
in the pavement than that for the untreated mater
ial. 

3. It would appear that lime and probably 
cement inhibit hydrochemical and hydrothermal degra
dation of aggregates. This msana that presently 
unusable aggregates, after treatment, can be used 
in subbaaes and baaee. 

In designing any pavement with one or more ate
biliaed layers it is essential that the original 
purpose of using s etabiliaer ie understood. It is 
not necessarily a process which will automatically 
bring about a pavement thickness reduction when 
compared with conventional unbound pavements, but 
is a ayatam by which locally available material of 
otherwise unacceptable quality can be used in place 
of a higher grade end consequently more expensive 
unbound aggregate. 

Likewise, it ia not economic to over-stabilise 
a material. for thia reason, Dunlop, (4) defined two 
distinct stabilisation phases namely; modifiad
aoil and cemented-soil. 

A modified-soil is one in which small amounts of 
stabiliser (. 5-3. 0 percent by mass) are used to 
correct a grading deficiency, reduce or eliminate 
plasticity, or provide a weak construction platform. 
In this definition, for a soil to be termed modifi
ed, the tensile strength of a lime treated soil 
after 14 days curing at 20°c must be less than BO 
kPa. The same criterion applies to• cement 
modified-soil but the curing time should be seven 
days. 

A cemented-soil has e tensile strength of 
greater than BO kPa using the aame curing conditions 
specified for the modified-soil. 
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Identifying Reactive Soils 

Before attempting any stabilisation work it ia 
essential to check that the soil is reactive to the 
proposed atebiliear. Most soils can be stabilised 
with either lime or cement, but soils containing 
organic matter do not usually react. 

In New Zealand laboratory testing is undertaken 
before any soil is stabilised. If reactivity only 
is required a quick response test is specified (5), 
while for more accurate results detailed testing-le 
required. for modified soils the CBR values ere 
obtained on the untreated end then treated soil aft
er a specified number of dsye curing end soaking. 
Increase in bearing of at least 100% indicates 
reactivity. If cemented soils ere required then 
tensile testing with respect to time is carried out 
to check strength development. 

Selection of Materials for Light Duty Pavements 

Wide ranges of materiel types end design methods 
ere available for thin surfaced flexible pavements. 
With limited cross-section and hence limited volume 
of materials per unit length, importation of mater
ials from s significant distance incurs not only a 
transportation cost penalty, but the cartage of 
rosding materials will often cause a substantial 
proportion of total pavement wear on the 10111 volume 
road network. Therefore for overall economy a road 
controlling authority should aim to use local mater
ials, either untreated or treated. 

Untreated, modified and cemented materials each 
have their advantages and disadvantages. Examina
tion of the disadvantages of each, in the local 
situation, is a suitable way of deciding on local 
policy. The principal disedvanteges to be consid
ered for eech materiel are: 

Totally unbound materials. 

1. All subgrsda variability must bs dealt with 
by the superimposed pavement layers. 

2. Nearly all unbound materials heve substan
tial moisture sensitivity. 

3. Easily won local materials can suffer sub
stantial breakdown by hydrothermal and hydrochemi
csl alteration (6). 

4. Most naturally occurring materials when 
being won from s source (sg quarry) contain pockets 
of contaminant• or low grads materials. 

Modified-soil. 

1. Require specific mixing/blending equipment 
and techniques needing change in job skills and 
management. 

2. Design method needs modification to effect 
maximum available economies. 

Cemented-soil. 

1. All cemented-soil layers are affected by 
shrinkage .and thermal strain changes. 

2. The layers are subject to fatigue failure 
end are vulnerable to ovsr-strasaing caused by 
overloads (?). 

3. Crack initiating defects are events which 
will usually have to bs designed for, (~) and will 
cause up to 40% increase in the tensile strain at 
the bottom of a cemented layer. When such a 
defect progresses to full crack development, the 
vertical strain in the top of the subgrade is 
increased by a factor of up to 14 in the srsa 
immediately adjacent. If water filters down the 
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crack into the aubgrada a concentrated soft spot 
develops with consequent lose of bearing. 

4. Construction variability on the bottom of a 
cemented-soil layer (the critical zone for tensile 
baaed performance) muet be carefully appraised end 
controlled. Both mixing end compaction are diffi
cult et the bottom of en in situ mixed layer; Otte 
(9) indicates that e reduction of 30% in assigned 
strength should be used for design purposes. 

5. Cemented soils incraaae in stiffness with 
time, accentuating the load attracting charactaris
tica and hence likelihood of crack formation unless 
strength improvement matches the stiffness change. 

6. Design method requires aubatantial sophis
tication, and aufficiant testing and construction 
control to assure expected properties, if full 
economy of the process is to be realised. 

7. Construction technique adaption is required 
as for modified-soils. 

It can be concluded that both unbound and 
camantad-aoil layers heva problems which are not 
alweya easy to overcome. Take for instance the 
development of the up-aide down pavement in which a 
cemented-soil layer ia used ea a aubbaaa. It appears 
to be one more of accident than real design in that 
it was found that cemented bases produced large 
reflective cracks on the road aurfeca. Therefore to 
ovarco11111 both thermal and shrinkage affects and the 
danger of reflective cracking the cemented layer has 
bean buried under a granular base. 

The writer would quaation the thousands of 
dollars which are now being, and have bean spent on 
trying to accommodate an introduced problem layer. 
Hance the recommended uaa of e modified-soil with 
its superior shear strength,modulua and durability 
when compared to untreated unbound aggregate yet it 
is unlikely to cauea reflective cracking even when 
used in the base. 

Recommended Design for Flexible Pavements 

Pavement design is developed in this s_ection as 
a concept approach utiliaing locally available mat
erials and its consistency with insarvice perform
ance is discussed in the following section. 

Daaign for Unsurfaced Roede 

An unsealed road muat withstand environmental 
changes, traffic abrasion, and vehicle load-
inga. The motorist axpacta the road to remain free 
of potholes and corrugations, to be dust free end 
never become impassable. 

The praasntly accepted New Zealand technique of 
applying maintenance aggregate once or twice yearly 
and regularly grading falls wall short of the 
motorist's requirements of an acceptable ride, 

~l-1-~t-l-a dust nd -i n soma- cases- a paaasble---road-. Some
roading authorities have now decided that an initial 
outlay of three times the annual maintenance bill 
par kilometre can stabilise the existing unsealed 
pavement to a depth of 200 mm with either lim or 
cement and produce overall savings within four yaare. 
Thia treatment also provides a much batter service 
to the motorist. 

For this type of trsatmant,daaign requirements 
are minimal, but the following stape need to be 
considered: 

1. If the road is likely to be eubjactad to 
freeze-thaw cycles than stabilised layers should be 
used with caution. Thie problem can ba overcome by 
overlaying tha stabilised material with a depth of 

non-froat susceptible either unbound, or lime modi
fied aggregate to a depth equivalent to the maximum 
frost penetration expected. 

2. Check if the soil is reactive to lime; if 
not uaa cement. 

3. Decide on stabiliser content on the basis 
that the top surface should not act as a slab. Nor
mally 2-4% stabiliser is required. 

4. Plan to construct late spring early summer 
to allow the stabilised layer time to develop stren
gth before the winter. 

5. Ensure that adequate water tablas are formed 
before commencing construction. 

6. Shape end compact the surface to a tight 
finiah. 

7. After one day roll into the surface a thin 
layer of clean larga--sized running aggregate. 

This procedure is applicable for roads carrying 
lass than 500 vehicles per day. 

In the first summer deformation in the wheal 
paths will occur and the dust problem will be simi
lar to that experienced on an unbound unsealed road. 
Over tha first winter lime stabilised material in 
particular can be re-shaped once the pavement 
becomes saturated. From this time on dust problems 
will be minimal and potholes and corrugations are 
very unlikely to develop. 

Daaign for a Thin Surfaced Road 

Thie section outlines the minimum input data 
required and than describes with tha aid of Figure 
3 the use of modified materials (defined by tensile 
strength not exceeding BO kPa), in a Modified 
Design Approach for thin surfaced pavements. 

Traffic Analysis. In determining the pavement 
loading prior to determining the required thickness 
it is desirable to obtain information on the present 
traffic volumes, the loading of the vehicles using 
the road, the expected growth rate and the desired 
design life. If a completely new road is being 
constructed than forecasts of traffic volumes need 
to be made. 

Because of convenience and lack of evidence to 
the contrary, the AASHO road teat data for axle load 
equivalancias should be uead, in which all loads era 
related to an equivalent design axle (EDA) of 8200 
kg. 

Stage Construction. In obtaining pavement load
ings it is desirable to consider the economics of 
stage construction. Normally a new flexible pave
ment would be designed for 15-20 years but a short
er design life should be evaluated. Many roading 
authorities era now considering stage construction 
in which the design life ia reduced for the initial 
conat.ruc·t.:1.--orrstage, and--arroverla hr-p-i:,og-remmed-tcr
be constructed after approximately tan yaare depen
ding on traffic loadings. 

The design life for a stage should take into 
account pavement deformation rate, surfacing life 
and residual life so that the next stags will 
become necessary only when full economic benefit 
has bean obtained from the initial investment. 

tnvi ronroent. Variations in ambient temperatures 
do not appreciably change materiel properties of 
unbound materiel except in the upper 100 mm of the 
base. In this top layer temperature gradients can 
become quite high thus moving moisture through the 
unbound layer and changing ite shear strength. 
Another factor which needs to ba considered ie the 



possible accumulation of water on the underside of 
the seal. It would appear from New Zealand experi
ence this only becomes a problem when the basecourse 
layer ie topped with fines whose high surface area 
available for water retention promotes seal lifting. 

Increasing water contents has a detrimental 
effect on the subgrade whereas freezing end thawing 
can effect any pavement layer constructed of frost 
susceptible soils. When designing a pavement the 
designer must allow for adequate subsurface end 
surface drainage. 

Material Characterisation 

Subgrade Soil. Many investigators have demon
strated on full scale test pavements that linear 
elastic theory can be uaed to describe the eubgrade 
response provided the modulus of the soil is deter
mined under appropriate conditions. It is prefer
able that modulus values be obtained from either 
in situ or repeated loading laboratory tests. If 
this information is not available then the empirical 
relationship between modulus and CBR can be used. 

E = 10 x CBR MPs 

The other factor which needs defining is the 
permanent deformation in the subgrede. Claassen 
et el (.1£)have suggested the use of the following 
relationship: 

e = 2.8 X 102 
X N-0 •25 

a= permisseble compressive strain in subgrede 

N = number of strain repetitions. 

It must be remembered that strains developed in 
cohesive soils under repeated loadings depend on 
soil history, saturation end density. Therefore if 
a pavement is being placed on a dense over-consoli
dated soil subgrede then the permissiblestrsin is 
increased. 

Normally a subgrade soil is subjected to 
relatively low stresses due to wheel loads, com
pared with overlying materials, eo that sheer 
failure is not possible. In thin pavements with 
cover thickness of lase than 200 mm it ia recommen
ded that ahear strength of tha soil be checked. 

Untreated end Modified Granular Layers. from 
research recently carried out in New Zealand (11) 
unbound and modified aggregates, after initial~ 
traffic compaction, tend to develop interpsrticle 
interlock which remains intact indefinitely provided 
adequate durability end shear strength of the mat
erial ere retained. Therefore these two factors, 
durability and sheer strength characterise an 
unbound or modified materiel. 

As degradation occurs by physical, hydrochemicel 
end hydrothermal means, no present known test ade
quately ranks aggregates for long term durability. 
In en attempt to overcome this present lack of en 
adequate durability test it is proposed that any 
unbound or modified-soil be subjected to a 12 
cycle wetting and drying test (5) followed by 
petrographical analysis of the -;lay size particles. 
Ranking of these fines can be aided by the "clay 
index" system developed by Sameshime at al (6). It 
is suggeatad that a clay index of > 4.5 should be 
regarded as satisfactory. Inservice performance 
indicates that aggregates modified with cement and 
lime appear to develop en immunity to degradation. 
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In determining the suitability of the soil which 
has been aubject to the wetting and drying teat a 
simple shear test will provide adequate results. 
The tasted soil sheer strength should be et least 
twice the expected shear strength obtained in the 
appropriate pavement layer ~iz figure 2, developed 
using linear elastic layered theory). 

figure 2. Maximum Sheer Stress versus Depth for a 
Typical Unbound Pavement 
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Mod.ified- Soil Subgr sda Desir. The design which 
is out l i ned i n f i gure 3 (Step 1 assumes that any 
subgrsde with a CBR of five or less should be modi
fied with a stabiliser, fabric or granular fill to 
produce a working platform with more uniform per
formance with respect to bearing end to provide a 
transition layer batwaen the subgrsde and overlying 
layers. In adopting a modified subgrade it is 
difficult to aseeas the strengthened layer's full 
potential. If lime is being used to stabilise a 
cohesive subgrade soil it can fairly safely be 
assumed that soma tensile strength will be developed 
in the modified layer. This factor should therefore 
be used in design together wi t .h the natural sub
grade end stabilised subgrade CBR values. 

Reference (5) gives details of a simplified mod
ified subgrede design approach, but a linear elas
tic multileyarad program can be used in conjunction 
with limiting strain in the subgreda to obtain 
granular cover thickness. from this point it is 
essential to check that e subbese is required ea 
soma lightly trafficked roads need only a bees 
layer. 

Subbese Design . Step 2 on figure 3 epacifiea 
the procedure for design of the subbaea using 
unbound, modified-soil or cemented-soil pavement 
layers. Although unbound end cemented-soil layers 
era included , as suggested earlier in this paper 
e modified layer gives the beat performance for 
capital outlay. An unbound au11basa layer will be 
adequate provided durability and sheer strength ~re 
maintained for the design life of the pavement. 
Both unbound and modified layers develop particle 
interlock which aids the load carrying ability of 
the layer yet does not produce undesirable reflect
ive cracking. 

Base Desi gn. Design of the base follows down 
Step 3 of figure 3 end is very similar to the sub
base design. Again unbound and cemented-soil 
layers have bean included, though the writer con
siders that pracrecking of the cemented bees to 
form en essentially modi f ied-soil layer is highly 
desirable. Pracracking is the process by which a 
roller is used to deliberately creek a stabil i sed 
pavement layer into blocks of lase then 100 mm 
square, thus preventing wide spaced reflective 
cracking. 

In designing a base for s thin surfaced road it 
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MGUAC 3 !'IOOl fl[D O[Sl GN ~PPRCAC~ 

STEP 1 - DESIGN SUBGAADE STEP 3 DESIGN BASE 

Strength.en 
Sul::::gt'e.de 

Obtein the CSR value 
or the unt.reeted soil, 
the modified soil, snd 
tha trefl'ic loadings 
in EDA 's 

Check 
Subgrade 

tr unreective to 
stabilisers or 

y , uneconor.iic stren-
r-----,>-- - --1 gt.hen by placement 

Subgrede 
design 

of 10111 quality 
granulsr or fabric 

HO 

STEP 2 DESIGN 
SUBBASE 

YES 

Uajrg the untreated eoil CBR, 
tho modifiEld soil CSR end 
alt.he:- rFiference (5) or lay
ered elestic theory! estab
lir;h the minimum cover re
quired to prevent overstrese
ing in the subgrad'e or pre
..,r,nt cracking in the modified 
l~var - ~hichever is the mere 
ci'itir.el. Add 25-50 mm to the 
design depth to obtsin con
.o, :. r-uc t. lon t.h! cl-:nonD 

Unbound 
Subbese Cr! terie 

Check thickne.ss or aubbaee required 
by se~n . .:rr-ing a minimum base thick
r.ess or 100 mm 

I GO TO STEP 2 I 

The plasticity index:( 5 • 
Strength eaaeeaed by CSR or 
shear teat. No limit aet 
but. CBR must ba adequate 
for the eubbaae 

NO 

Pracrsck or 
design for 
cemented 
layer (Dun
lop ,2.) 

YE.S 

Unbound Granular 
Base Criteria 

Basa Design Criteria 

The plaoticity 1ne1ex '- 2; clay 
fraction to be examined after 
accelerated durability testing; 
strength assessed by CBA with a 
minimum value or BO 

Design entirely on 
aheer strength 
assuming unbound layer 

Check drainage and 
base thicknee9 
100 mm 

Pracrack I 

Conventional flexible pavement design should 
be usad combined with the criteria above. 

Check drainage plus minimum base l---+-- ----11 GO TO STEP 3 I 
thickness requirement ) _ _ 

is essential to datarmina long term durability and 
shear strength of tha material being used. As 
suggested in tha aaction on material charactarisa
tion,durability can ba checked by an accalaratad 
wetting and drying test and poaaibly limiting tha 
plasticity index to leas than 2, Unlaas large 
acala shear boxes ara available it is suggastad 
that a minimum CBR value of 80 ba specified in con
junction with tha durability raquiramants to ansura 
adequate shear strength in tha base layer. 

Drainage raquiramants of tha whole pavement must 
also ba checked to ansura that water which pana
tratas a cracked seal does not filter down into tha 
subgrada and raduca bearing capacity. Also when 
stabilised aubbasa layara are uaad their low perme
ability with respect to tha base may cauaa pore 
pressure dissipation problems which naad to ba over
come by attention to crossfalls, full construction 
widths and subsoil drainage. 

Pavement.-Pa r fo r manca 

The design concept introduced in tha last sec
tion was based on many in-service observations of 
pavements and their performance. No design method 
is complete without feedback from observations of 
performance of constructed pavements with raapact 
to loading and time. 

Evan though many "test sections" have in the 
past relied heavily on surface deflection and shape 
as performance criteria, a number of tha more recant 
onaa have bean initiated with good start data. Tha 
uaa of "in-service" data ia beat demonstrated by 
examining tha raaulta of soma test sections on a 

teat track and on a number of roads in Naw Zealand. 

Unsealed Pavements 

In a number of recent trial sections on lightly 
trafficked county roads, attempts have bean made to 
stabilise tha top 150-200 mm with quicklime. After 
stabilising, the layer ia compacted, cured and left 
unsealed. 

Ona particular clay road in the Waipa County 
near Hamilton was treated this way with no aggre
gate being added to the undar-daaignad pavement. 
After its second winter, ita appearance is good with 
no potholing or corrugations. Tha road surface 
has cracked into approximately hexagonal paving 
block sizes and soma wheal path rutting has 
occurred ea predicted (figure 4). While this road 
only carriae 100 vahiclaa par day tha savings in 
maintenance ainca completion has bean approx. 60%, 

In a number of other sections of road which have 
bean lime atabilisad, unbound aggregate layers 
of- 50- 100- mm hava-baan- pJ,aead- ova r--t he-steb-i·l·i:sao------
layar to add pavement strength. Within a faw 
months considerable potholing and corrugations 
davalopad in all sections indicating the deficiency 
of using an unbound base layer for an unsealed road. 

Tha latest davalopmant has been to lime stab
ilise an existing unsealed road and ona day after 
construction roll into the surface a one particle 
size layer of clean 37 mm aggregate. This aggregate 
provides resistance to traffic wheal abrasion and 
raducas dust loss in tha summer. 



Figura 4. Stabilised Unsealed Road Surface 

Test Track Results 

The circular teat track at the University of 
Canterbury hes been used to evaluate twelve differ
ent unbound basacourses under a standard 4.1 tonne 
dual wheel. The difficulty of laying baeecourae 
and the extent of grading change with rolling was 
observed. It was found that refusal density could 
not be obtained by compaction plant, but was achie
ved before the pavement reached 10% of its design 
life (ie, traffic compaction plays an important 
role). 

An interesting feature of this testing was the 
virtual lack of basecourss deformation which 
occurred after refusal density was obtained. This 
does not correspond with many studies carried out 
in the laboratory (12), in which samples hevs 
indicated considerable crssp with accumulated 
traffic loading. It would appear that the densities 
achieved in laboratory samples era not as great as 
in the field, hence the continued recording of 
creep. 

The other important point is the sensitivity of 
e basacourse to saturation. As the bsaacourse is 
compacted, the grading changes and more fines are 
produced. These fines will provide a large surface 
area for attraction of moisture hence dictating 
equilibrium moisture content. If traffic continues 
to compact an already dense partly saturated (by 
construction water) basscourae layer, instability 
has baan shown to increase rapidly onca saturation 
exceeds BO%. 

On examination of the above results it is evi
dent that there are many problems associated with 
constructing a besecourss with respect to minimising 
traffic dansification end avoiding BO% saturation. 
Thees points tend to reinforce the modified-soil 
concept in which grading and moisture sensitivity 
are not important. 

Quarry Road Test Sections 

Bertley (,!l) in a report on 13 test sections et 
Querry Road near Auckland, New Zeeland, has outlined 
the problems associated with construction end per
formance of unbound, bitumen bound, foamed bitumen 
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treated, aspheltic concrete end lime treated meth
ods of overlay. It was apparent that materials 
which did not retain adequate shear strength, defor
med by shallow shear. Likewise the low quality 
aggregates treated with 1% of hydrated lime have 
performed excellently in service and batter then 
even the unbound high quality beeecoursas. 

Bradley (14) in triexial tests performed on 
both the good"""'quality unbound and poor aggregate 
treated with lime found that the resilient moduli of 
saturated samples were 400 MPs and 1100 MPs respec
tively for s deviator stress of 250 kPa and a con
fining stress of 50 kPa. These laboratory results 
confirm field performance which indicates the advan
tages of using a material which can resist sheer 
deformation under heavy wheel loadings. 

East Coast Road Test Sections 

Ins series of eight test sections constructed 
(in 1969) and monitored ins co-operative project 
between Waitemata County Council and the Road 
Research Unit of the National Roads Board, New 
Zealand; bitumen treated bssecourse, cement treated 
besacourae, local eggragstea, lime stabilised sub
bases end conventional high quality unbound aggre
gates were used. From results presented in e report 
on this project by Malcolm st al (.12,) end subsequent 
information collected the following conclusions can 
be reached: 

1. The bitumen treated conglomerate used es a 
base was found in post testing to have a soaked CBR 
value of 25. This treated material gave very poor 
performance as it deformed to an unacceptable level 
after 4 x 104 EDA. 

2. The cement stabilised base cracked under 
imposed traffic loadings within the first six 
months. 

At this stage a chip seal was applied and no 
further cracking has appeared on the surface. Per
formance hes been excellent with very little 
visible rutting and no ahallow sheer failure. The 
150 mm cement stabilised conglomerate layer over 50 
mm of unbound conglomerate subbasa on a measured 
CBR of 70 hes carried 2.5 x 105 EDA without any 
signs of measurable deformation. 

3. Of the unbound basecourses the performance 
appeared to be related to the layer thickness end 
the aggregate fines plasticity. Besecourae layers 
of 150 mm were found to be adequate while the 75 mm 
layer exhibited early shallow shear deformation. 
Likewise, the baaecoursa with a plasticity index of 
11 also did not perform well to the extent that this 
section reached only one quarter of its expected 
deaign life. 

4. The two aectiona containing lime stabilised 
subgrade (150 mm and 125 mm) performed well even 
with the minimal cover depths of 75 mm and 150 mm 
respectively. The most interesting point is that 
these two sections have carried a total of 2.3 x 
105 EDA without showing any appreciable eubgrade 
deformation even though water contents were high. 
These results substantiate the recommended design 
concept of modifying the subgrede to reduce sensi
tivity to water end improve load carrying ability. 

General Comments on Pavement Performance 

~any other case histories could be mentioned 
(4), but the following concluding comments will 
riflect the findings: 

1. Unbound basecoursas which produced soaked 
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CBR values of lase than 50 whan tested in the labor
atory ware providing unsatisfactory performance in 
service by exhibiting shallow shear deformations. 

2. Many unbound aggragstae which ware apparent
ly satisfactory before being placed in a pavement 
had deteriorated. 

3. Neither lime nor cement stabilised aggregat
es have shown these changes in durability properties. 

4. Stabilised shoulders appear to raduca inci
dence of edge breaks, shoulder weer end water infil
tration under the sealed pavement. 

Concluding Comments 

Thia paper has attempted to outline the main 
deformation modes which cause loss of surface shape 
in unsealed end thin surfaced roads and then sugge
sts design techniques which will limit the rate at 
which thees deformations occur. In the davalopmant 
of stabilised surfacinge it must ba appreciated that 
their uaa should be confined to areas where frost 
penetration does not occur. Nevertheless many 
countries throughout the world do not have e freez
ing problem and therefore could benefit from the use 
of stabilised unsealed roads. 

For a thin surfaced road the Modified Design 
Approach outlined in Figura 3 provides e designer 
with a simple method by which the typical low volume 
road can be designed. By improving the input data 
and design sophistication may ba more predictable 
pavements could ba built, but for roads carrying low 
traffic volumes it can be shown that vary thin pave
ment depths era adequate. 

Many of the analytical techniques employing high 
spaad computers do not predict the performance of 
pavements built of unbound or modified materials. 
While the initial consolidation of a newly construc
ted subgrada (deep saatad deformation) can ba pre
dicted the unique cheractarietics of unbound end 
modified materials appear to improve tha pavement's 
overall performance over that predicted analytically. 
Thia could ba attributed to particle interlock which 
tends to davalop within a pavement layer to form a 
weak slab . Provided physical end chamicel degrada
tion do not occur tha unbound or modified layer 
should last indefinitely. 

In concluding that deep seated deformation will 
always occur the Modified Design Approach has sug
gested that avary weak subgrada should ba modified 
before being overlaid with the remaining pavement 
layers. By modifying the aubgrade with lime, the 
rate at which deep seated deformation develops is 
reduced. The lime will improve the soil's sensiti
vity to water infiltration, even out bearing cepa
citiaa in the subgrede, end prevent clay infiltra
tion into upper unbound pavement layers. 

To conclude, it should be amphesisad that pave
ment design can be reduced to fundamental consider
ations providing the designer thinks about the 
S·tl'UGtU·l'Bl- dea1gn - and- t..hen-fo-l-1owe 111ethod-a-imHat'" 
to that described in this paper. Observation of 
pavement performance is still and will ba for many 
yaers to coma one of the most valuable means by 
which the local practitioner can gain the necessary 
design skills. No deeigner with the aid of the moat 
powerful computer, yet no appreciation of pavement 
mode of action and its likely performance in aar
vice, will produce en adequate pevemont design at an 
economic level. 

Aleo it must be emphasised that correct con
struction techniques, adequate quality control and 
good design are equally important as neglect of any 
phase will cause the performance of the pavs111&nt to 
suffer. Stabilised layers can play a major role in 
providing cost savings and longer pavement life 

when compared with conventional unbound construct
ion. With the limited availability of high quality 
aggregates end the increasing coat of moving them to 
the construction sita, use of modified local mater
ials in the pavement structure must continue to 
increase. 
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